The commutator of two Calderon-Zygmund singular integral operators is shown to be smoothing of order one under reduced smoothness assumptions on the kernels.
ABSTRACT.
The commutator of two Calderon-Zygmund singular integral operators is shown to be smoothing of order one under reduced smoothness assumptions on the kernels.
Introduction.
In this note we consider singular integral operators, K, of the form, r Kfix) = lim J k{x, x -y) f{y) dy, e-0+ |x-y|>e where kix, y) is defined on R" x (R"\i0|) and satisfies:
(a) kix, y) = \~nkix, y), X > 0, y 4 0;
(b) Lkix, a) do = 0, where 1 is the unit sphere in R".
Under additional mild assumptions on kix, y) the above limit exists in Cf-ÍLKKi_-Kaaa)R.ÍR.fJda. Proof. We will prove the result for the operator (Kjf<2 -K1 o K2)id/'dx.).
The proof for the second operator follows almost immediately from this result. 
